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About TDK RF Solutions Inc.

TDK RF Solutions designs,
develops, and manufactures
technical solutions for the
electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) and radio frequency (RF)
test industries.

TDK RF Solutions began as EMC
Automation – a company formed
in 1987 to design and develop
automated systems for EMC
testing. One of the company’s
primary aims has been to
enhance compatibility among test
instruments and accessories, and
to integrate equipment into
automated test systems.

Through our efforts in research,
design, and development of
hardware and software for test
systems, TDK RF Solutions has
become a world leader in the
creation of new products and
system solutions to meet the
changing needs of the EMC/RF
test market.

TDK RF Solutions offers
automated test systems, anechoic
chambers, antennas, and test
products that support a wide
range of EMC test standards,
from commercial, automotive,
and telecommunications to
military, aerospace, and
industrial. We evaluate test
specifications carefully to
develop an integrated test
environment that is widely
compatible with domestic and
international test regulations.

TDK RF Solutions is
headquartered in Cedar Park,
Texas, with sales and support
offices in Europe and Asia.

We Meet Your Standards.
For more than 15 years, the world’s most successful companies – both large

and small – have trusted TDK RF Solutions to provide innovative solutions for

EMC testing covering a wide range of specifications. Why? Because our

technical expertise includes:

! Radiated and Conducted Emissions

! Radiated and Conducted Immunity

! Specialized Test Systems – Automotive, Telecommunications, Military,

Aerospace, and Medical

! EUT Monitoring

! Antenna Pattern Measurements

! Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)

! Wireless

! Pre-compliance

! Anechoic Chambers and Shielded Rooms

We focus on an approach that combines customer-specific test requirements,

real world experience, technical expertise, and a comprehensive product

line. We call it Total System Technology® and it is a

critical reason why companies

choose TDK RF Solutions over other

suppliers. Now we would like to

design a system to meet your test

standards.



Commercial System Expertise

Commercial EMC testing involves controlling a wide range of instrumentation

from a variety of vendors, performing detailed test procedures, and monitoring

results. This becomes even more challenging as new technologies are

adopted in the marketplace and testing becomes more complex. To meet

these challenges, more and more companies rely on TDK RF Solutions to

develop integrated system solutions that employ the latest technologies to

bring commercial products into compliance.

TDK RF Solutions’ test systems integrate test instrumentation, TDK TestLabTM

software, system controls, positioning devices, and antennas to test specific

products or subsystems for electromagnetic compatibility according to

international, R&D, and manufacturer-specific standards.  Our systems are

designed to perform automated, semi-automated, and manual measure-

ments in an anechoic chamber, shielded room, OATS, or test cell.

Each TDK RF Solutions system design is based on proven solutions already

in place in Europe, North America, and Asia. As a result of our extensive

experience and large installed base, our system designs are dynamic–we

continually integrate the latest technologies and test standard developments

into our solutions. This makes each installation better, more efficient, and

more manageable.

Commercial

Integrated
EMI/EMS Test System
Designed for testing to
commercial test standards,
including:

! Radiated Emissions

! Conducted Emissions

! Radiated Immunity

! Conducted Immunity

! Commercial Transient Immunity

Also Includes:

! Antenna Measurements

! EUT Monitoring



Automotive

Industry-Specific Testing Requirements

In addition to commercial test systems, TDK RF Solutions designs systems specific to requirements for

Automotive, Telecommunications, Military, and Aerospace testing.

Automotive Whole Vehicle and Vehicle Components

TDK RF Solutions designs solutions for testing whole vehicles, vehicle components, separate technical units

(STU), and electronic sub assemblies (ESA). Automotive installations include:

" Automotive EMC Directive

" North American and International Regulations

" Manufacturer Specific – Domestic and International

" EUT Monitoring

Telecommunications/Mobile Radio/Antenna
TDK RF Solutions designs solutions to cover the additional test methods that apply to telecommunications

and mobile radio products, including:

" North American and International Regulations

" Manufacturer Specific – Domestic and International

" EUT Monitoring

" Mobile Radio Antenna Pattern Measurements

MIL Standards/Aerospace
TDK RF Solutions has experience designing test system solutions to cover:

" MIL-STD-461

" Country Specific Standards

Automotive
EMI/EMS
Test System
Designed to cover
commercial and
specialized test
requirements,
including:

! Radiated Emissions

on Vehicles

! Radiated Emissions

on Components

! Conducted Emissions

on Vehicles

! Conducted Emissions

on Components

! Radiated Immunity

for Vehicles

! HF Radiated

Immunity Extension

! Conducted Immunity

Also includes:

! BCI Conducted

Immunity

! Absorbed Power

Emissions

! On-Board Antenna

Emissions

! Stripline and TEM

Cell Immunity

! Specialized Video

Capture Monitoring

! Specialized Signal

Monitoring



Integrated System Design
TDK RF Solutions knows the key to making the most of your available resources and business demands is an

integrated system that is both efficient and manageable. There are other companies that design test systems, but

do just part of the job – focusing only on their area of specialization – and don’t fully take into account the

interrelationships between end users, instruments, software, test requirements, and test facilities. At TDK RF

Solutions, our area of specialization is integrated system design.  Whether you need a test system, a system

upgrade, or an entire test facility, we can turn your requirements into reality with a high-performance turnkey

solution optimized with the best selection of equipment and components, quality workmanship, and a seamless

interface between the user, the system, and the environment.

Test System Automation
TDK RF Solutions can help you maximize the productivity of limited personnel resources and accelerate your

product’s time to market by automating many testing procedures. Automation simplifies testing by eliminating

repetitive tasks, provides consistent and repeatable measurements, and reduces test times. Automation is also an

integral part of a test facility’s quality assurance strategy. We automate testing using a combination of our TDK

TestLabTM software and hardware components to streamline the test setup process, perform measurements, and

provide remote control of test instrumentation.

TDK TestLabTM software eliminates routine tasks that are required in EMC test procedures, such as leveling to a

target test level at each of a series of frequencies in immunity testing, or performing maximization and quasi-peak

measurements at each of a series of frequencies in emissions testing. The TDK Emissions Lab and TDK Immunity

Lab software modules use pre-configured test sequences to perform measurements and tests. (Test sequence

setup is dependent on each customer’s specific combination of test instruments.) TDK TestLabTM can initialize,

change position, and alter settings of test equipment, as well as read and store data acquired by the equipment.

The level of control varies from instrument to instrument, but the software is designed to exploit the remote control

capabilities of each test instrument to transfer manual tasks away from the test engineer.

Not all tests can be configured for automated testing, and you may choose to perform some tests manually. TDK

RF Solutions understands this, and combines your preferences with our experience in system automation to

develop an automation matrix for each new project. In this way we can engineer a system that best meets test

requirements and your preferences.

Turnkey
Solutions

Integrated
EMI/EMS
Test System
Designed to perform
automated, semi-
automated, and
manual tests covering:

! Conducted Emissions

! Radiated Emissions

! HF Radiated Emissions

! Radiated Immunity

! Conducted Spurious
Emissions

! Radiated Spurious
Emissions

Also includes:

! Remote Filter Network

! 200 Channel EUT
Monitoring

! ABS/TCS

! Dynamometer
Interface



Attention to Every Detail

Best-In-Class Hardware  To build your system, TDK RF

Solutions selects best-in-class test hardware that offers the

latest technologies, has the flexibility to support a wide range

of testing applications, and can be integrated into a complete

system solution using a common software platform. We then

tailor our TDK TestLabTM software for your specific equipment

mix, and add several products

to maximize control of the test

system. For example, our SI-

300 System Controller

provides remote control of field

probes, positioning equipment,

and shielded camera systems.

These product recommenda-

tions are based on proven

system installations, in-house

research and development,

and extensive experience with

test and measurement equip-

ment suppliers.

Telecommunication
EMI/EMS Test System
Designed for testing to European standards,

including: Radiated Immunity, Conducted Immunity,

Radiated Emissions, Conducted Emissions,

Commercial Transient Immunity, EUT Monitoring,

and SAR Measurements

Telecom

An Eye to the Future  We pay special attention to the ability

to upgrade a system in the future to handle changes in test

standards. The reality of electromagnetic compatibility testing is

that it is nonstop. As new technologies are adopted into both

components and consumer products, new test standards will

be written and test systems will need to be modified. To help

you meet these challenges, TDK RF Solutions takes a proactive

approach to change by selecting and designing products that

can be adapted to new requirements.

Efficient, Ergonomic Layout  A key consideration that is often

overlooked in designing a test system is the control room and

test console layout. Our focus on proper equipment placement

ensures reduced cable lengths between critical components

and an ergonomically designed system that is both efficient

and comfortable for test engineers.

TDK RF Solutions system

hardware works with TDK

TestLabTM software to maximize

control of your system.



3-Meter Test
Chamber
Designed to perform
emissions and immunity
measurements from 26
MHz to 40 GHz.

Turnkey Test Facilities
For customers looking for a single source to design and install a new test facility or to upgrade an existing test

facility, TDK RF Solutions provides a “single vendor” solution – test sytem and anechoic chamber. We design

each chamber to meet your specific requirements:

" 3 meter FCC/CISPR fully compliant anechoic chambers

" 3 meter ETSI fully compliant anechoic chambers

" 5 meter ETSI fully compliant anechoic chambers

" 10 meter FCC/CISPR fully compliant anechoic chambers

" CAC-S compact fully anechoic chambers

" A wide range of chamber upgrade options, including automatic sliding doors, shielded video system, and
safety systems

TDK chambers feature the original polystyrene and ferrite tile absorber for excellent

performance, virtually maintenance-free operation, and a proven long working life (30+

years). And not only is your chamber performance guaranteed by TDK and independently-
certified, our standard absorber warranty is 20 years!

By providing you both a test system and a test chamber, TDK RF Solutions ensures that your

entire test facilty is tightly integrated from design to installation to operation. It makes great

sense, and it makes TDK a better choice for your facility.



TDK SAR System
design and
manufacturing in our
Cedar Park, Texas
facility.

Specialized Test Requirements

To ensure your products are in compliance with specialized test

requirements, TDK RF Solutions offers a range of turnkey solutions

outside of traditional EMC test requirements.

Antenna Pattern Measurements Systems  TDK RF Solutions’ Antenna

Pattern Measurements System combines measurement instrumentation,

antennas, 3-D positioning equipment, and TDK Antenna Pattern

Measurement Lab software to obtain the exact radiation pattern profile

for your antennas.  The antenna’s gain, relative phase, comparison to

theoretical, radiated power, HPBW, front-to-back ratio, 3-D character-

ization, 2-D slices, and other parameters can also be gathered (where

applicable).

TDK RF Solutions will work with you to define specific measurement

parameters which can be added to your measurement suite.

EUT Monitoring Systems  TDK RF Solutions’ EUT (Equipment Under

Test) Monitoring System combines monitoring instrumentation, video

and/or audio equipment, and TDK EUT Monitoring Lab software to

provide EUT signal monitoring (analog and digital), EUT stimulation,

and monitoring for visual or audio interference during testing.  The TDK

EUT Monitoring System analyzes data for interference or failure

conditions during the test, and records test data for retrieval after the

test is complete. System options include video monitoring and status

monitoring.

SAR Measurement Systems  TDK RF Solutions’ SAR (Specific

Absorption Rate) Measurement System is designed to measure

electromagnetic fields and calculated SAR over a customer-specified

frequency range to verify that the RF energy emitted by a device is

within permissible limits for public exposure as defined by test stan-

dards.

Again, TDK RF Solutions will work with you to define measurement

parameters which can be added to your measurement suite.

TDK
Specialized
Test System

Options

TDK designs solutions
for specialized testing
requirements,
including:

! Antenna Pattern
Measurements

! EUT (Equipment
Under Test)
Monitoring

! SAR (Specific
Absorption Rate)
Measurement
Systems

The TDK 3-D Manipulator

used in our Antenna Pattern

Measurements System.



On-Time Delivery

TDK RF Solutions understands that if your system isn’t installed and running, compliance testing is

delayed and market opportunities may slip away. The key to our success in system design, installation,

and delivery is project management that’s vigilant about every detail of your project. From test

instruments to cables to calibration certificates, a project manager tracks every item associated with

your system to ensure that timelines are realistic and deadlines are met.

Expert On-Site Training

TDK RF Solutions provides a comprehensive suite of on-site training sessions that enable engineers and

technicians of all skill levels to learn the latest technologies quickly. Demonstrations, hands-on sessions,

and practical exercises cover operation of the system, subsystems, hardware, and software to perform

testing to applicable standards. When applicable, a six-month follow-up training session provides

answers to the specific questions that arise from daily use of the system.

Let TDK Design a System for You

For more information regarding integrated test systems, please contact your local sales representative

or the TDK RF Solutions technical sales team at 1-512-258-9478 or send an email to us at

info@tdkrf.com.

True Turnkey
Solutions.

DESIGN

MANUFACTURE

AUTOMATION

INSTALLATION

TESTING

ON-SITE TRAINING

FULL WARRANTY

We Meet Your
Standards.



TDK Test Products

Probe Positioner (PP)
The TDK RF Solutions Field Probe

Positioner (shown left) is an x-y axis

probe positioner for remote

positioning applications during

EMC testing.

The positioner features rugged non-

conductive construction, fiber optic

transmission system, and a DC

battery supply to ensure it is non-

obtrusive to the test environment.

This allows accurate measurements

to be made without electric field

interference from the positioner.

The TDK positioner can be used

with TDK TestLabTM software as part

of an automated field leveling and

uniformity scheme over a defined

vertical plane, satisfying EN 61000-

4-3 field uniformity measurement

requirements.

Tri-Plate (TP)
The TDK RF Solutions Triplate (shown

below) is an E-field generator

designed to perform EMC measure-

ments according to SAE and other

automotive component test regula-

tions.  The triplate has a linear

response in the operating range of

DC to 500 MHz with extended

operation to 1 GHz.  The feed

section is designed to handle high

power.

The TDK triplate also features an

integrated test table. The test table is

supplied with a ground plane that is

bonded to the bottom section of the

triplate. The test table is mounted on

casters and features a unique folding

design which allows the triplate to

be easily moved. The support

assembly is constructed of non-

conductive materials.

Dual Antenna
Positioner (DAPS)
TDK RF Solutions’ Dual Antenna

Positioning System (positioner only

shown right) consists of a dual

antenna mast with integrated

turntable and a system controller.

The system is specifically designed

for remote positioning of two

antennas, both in the horizontal

and vertical planes, during EMC

testing. The system simplifies testing

by allowing the user to test

continuously across two antenna

bandwidths without interruption.

Remote control of the positioning

system is achieved by use of fiber

optic links, eliminating a potential

interference source and distance

limitations.



E-Field
Generators (EFG)
The TDK RF Solutions E-Field

Generators (shown bottom right

corner) are designed to produce

controlled, high intensity electric

fields. The EFGs typically generate

500 V/m or above between the

elements (depending on the

amplifier) and feature high input

power handling and low VSWR.

The TDK EFG utilizes an external

load that permits the field generator

to handle high input power without

the use of forced air or water

cooling. This feature makes the TDK

EFGs ideal for immunity test

applications which require high

input power and high intensity fields

in an efficient, compact design.

Test and Measurement Antennas
TDK RF Solutions’ ambitious ongoing efforts in antenna research and

development mean you can now get antennas designed specifically for

EMC testing, antenna testing, and metrology applications with

performance specifications that meet your requirements. The TDK line

includes antennas for EMC testing (emissions and immunity) and for

evaluating measurement facilities, antenna ranges, EMC facilities, OATS,

and more. Visit www.tdkrfsolutions.com to view the TDK antenna line,

download antenna datasheets, and request information.

Shielded Video
Camera System (VCS)
TDK RF Solutions’ Color Video Camera (shown right) is specifically

designed for remote monitoring of equipment under EMC testing.

The camera is designed to operate in the harsh environments

required by EMC testing. The camera is housed in an EMI

hardened protective case (shielded to 200 V/m), and the control

and video signals use fiber optics to prevent interference caused

by high electromagnetic fields present during EMC testing. The

high-resolution camera can be remotely focused, positioned, and zoomed

using the TDK controller. The camera is available in both NTSC and PAL

versions. An audio option is also available.

TDK offers a wide range of packaged and custom-configured products
designed specifically for EMC/RF testing.  Our product design focus is
on products that integrate with our test systems to increase efficiency,
simplify test procedures, and do not interfere with the test
environment.
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TO TA L  R F  E X P E R T I S E T M

TDK RF Solutions Inc.
1101 Cypress Creek Road, Cedar Park, Texas 78613

Phone 1-512-258-9478 • Fax 1-512-258-0740


